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Abstract
After a brief description of the Z-graded differential Poisson algebra, we introduce a covariant
star product for exterior differential forms and give an explicit expression for it up to second order
in the deformation parameter ~, in the case of symplectic manifolds. The graded differential
Poisson algebra endows the manifold with a connection, not necessarily torsion-free, and places
upon the connection various constraints.
1 Introduction
A star product is a deformation of an associative, commutative product of functions into a product
that is still associative but no longer commutative. The original motivation behind star products
was an alternative theory of quantization; Ref. [1] equated quantization with a deformation of the
algebra of classical observables of functions on phase space, where the O(~) term in the deformation
can be taken to be the classical Poisson bracket (see Ref. [2] for a historical overview and references
1This work was supported in part by the Director, Office of Science, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics,
Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC02-05CH11231, in part by
the National Science Foundation under grant PHY-0457315.
2smccurdy@berkeley.edu
3zumino@thsrv.lbl.gov
therein). Star products were subsequently found to apply in many areas of physics, including string
theory.
From the work of Kontsevich [3], Cattaneo and Felder [4], and many others, the star product of
functions on general Poisson manifolds is well known, in standard coordinates on Rd, to all orders
in the deformation parameter. Recently, Ref. [5] wrote the explicit form (to O(~3)) of a covariant
star product of functions on Poisson manifolds with torsion-free linear connections.
Motivated by the study of non-commutative gauge theories in string theory, we investigate the
deformation of the Z-graded exterior algebra of differential forms4. Since the O(~) term of the star
product on functions is the Poisson bracket, we need a generalization of the Poisson bracket to
differential forms. We use the differential Poisson algebra discussed in Ref. [7] and, more recently,
Ref. [8]. Ref. [9] discusses similar material from the perspective of contravariant connections;
the approach we use is more general (see Ref. [8]). As found in Ref. [7] and Ref. [8], endowing
a symplectic manifold with a differential Poisson calculus is equivalent to endowing a symplectic
manifold with a connection Γ that has certain important restrictions, Equations (18)-(20). Although
these results are already in the literature, we include a brief treatment of the differential Poisson
calculus for completeness.
Modulo the important restrictions due to the differential Poisson calculus, we find that it is
possible to define a covariant star product to O(~2) on the space of differential forms on symplectic
manifolds endowed with a differential Poisson calculus, and we give the explicit form in this note
in Equations (14) and (25).
2 The Differential Poisson Calculus
For all exterior differential forms5 α, β, and γ, a graded differential Poisson algebra on a Poisson
manifold must satisfy the following axioms:
|{α, β}| = |α| + |β| (1)
{α, β} = (−1)|α||β|+1{β, α} (2)
{α, β + γ} = {α, β} + {α, γ} (3)
{α, β ∧ γ} = {α, β} ∧ γ + (−1)|α||β|β ∧ {α, γ} (4)
{α, {β, γ}} + (−1)|α|(|β|+|γ|){β, {γ, α}} + (−1)|γ|(|α|+|β|){γ, {α, β}} = 0 (5)
d{α, β} = {dα, β} + (−1)|α|{α, dβ}. (6)
Note that d2 = 0, and we take d to be undeformed. Axioms (1)-(5) give a Z-graded Poisson bracket.
The graded Jacobi identity (5) and the Leibniz rule (6) constrain the Poisson bracket on differential
forms. In particular, on a symplectic manifold, the differential Poisson bracket between a function
4The Z2-graded case of superspace is considered in Ref. [6].
5A differential form of degree |α| is a covariant tensor field of degree |α| that is totally antisymmetric. In a local
coordinate system {xi, . . . , xn}, a |α|-form α can be uniquely expressed as α = 1
|α|!
αi1...i|α|dx
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxi|α| where
the coefficient αi1...i|α| is completely antisymmetric.
2
f and a 1-form α has all of the properties of a covariant differential operator in each argument,
and thus defines a connection on the symplectic manifold,
∇Xfα ≡ {f, α},
where Xf is the Hamiltonian vector field associated with f . The Leibniz rule (6) relates the
coordinate variation of the Poisson bivector to the connection coefficients. Consider
d{f, g} = {df, g}+ {f, dg}, (7)
where f, g are both functions. Since this must be true for all functions f, g, the Leibniz rule (7)
becomes, in local coordinates,
∂kπ
ij = −πmjΓimk − π
imΓjmk, (8)
where πij is the Poisson bivector (with inverse ωij on symplectic manifolds), and Γ
i
mk are the
connection coefficients. In terms of the covariant derivative and the torsion, (8) can also be rewritten
as ∇kπ
ij = −πirT jrk − π
rjT irk. From the same connection coefficients Γ
i
mk, one can define two
connections ∇, ∇˜ with respective curvatures R, R˜. For example,
∇idx
k = −Γkijdx
j ∇˜idx
k = −Γkjidx
j . (9)
These connections and curvatures differ when the torsion is non-zero. In this convenient notation,
discussed further in the Appendix, the Leibniz rule (8) becomes
∇˜kπ
ij = 0. (10)
Thus πij is covariantly constant under ∇˜, and ∇˜ is an almost symplectic connection6.
One can use the Leibniz condition (8) together with the Jacobi identity for the Poisson bivector
to arrive at a cyclic relation for the torsion:∑
(i,j,k)
πiℓπjmT kℓm = 0. (11)
Note that a torsion-free connection is sufficient but not necessary to satisfy (11). Also note that
(8) and the Jacobi identity for the Poisson bivector can also be combined to obtain the following
cyclic relation: ∑
(i,j,k)
πiℓ∇ℓπ
jk = 0. (12)
As before, note that a symplectic connection is sufficient but not necessary to satisfy (12). If,
in addition to ∇˜kπ
ij = 0, one imposes ∇kπ
ij = 0, then T kij = 0 and there is only one covariant
derivative ∇ = ∇˜. Ref. [8] has a nice proof.
In this note, we do not require ∇kπ
ij = 0.
6In the literature, symplectic connections are additionally taken to be torsionless, but the connection defined here
may have torsion.
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To find the local coordinate expression for Poisson bracket between two 1-forms, consider the
Leibniz rule again:
{df, dg} = d{f, dg} = d
(
πij∂if∇jdg
)
= πij∇idf ∧∇jdg − R˜
ij ∧ iidf ∧ ijdg, (13)
where, to get the right-most equality of (13), we have introduced a contraction operator7 ik and
defined R˜ij ≡ 12π
ikR˜jkabdx
a ∧ dxb, where R˜jkab are the components of the curvature of ∇˜. An
important property R˜ij is its symmetry in the upper two indices, R˜ij = R˜ji. This is easily shown
from [∇˜m, ∇˜n]π
ij = 0.
Using the graded product rule, one arrives at the general form of the Poisson bracket between
differential forms:
{α, β} = πij∇iα ∧ ∇jβ + (−1)
|α|R˜ij ∧ iiα ∧ ijβ. (14)
However, (14) does not satisfy the graded Jacobi identity a priori. Using (14) and the identities
R˜ij = R˜ji, (28), and (30), as well as the following two identities8
∇i∇mα =
1
2{∇i,∇m}α+
1
2 [∇i,∇m]α (15)
[∇i,∇m]α = −R
p
aimdx
a ∧ ipα− T
p
im∇pα, (16)
we find:
{α, {β, γ}} + (−1)|α|(|β|+|γ|){β, {γ, α}} − {{α, β}, γ} = (17)(
πmn∂nπ
ij + πin∂nπ
jm + πjn∂nπ
mi
)
∇iα ∧ ∇jβ ∧ ∇mγ
−πijπmnRpaimdx
a ∧
(
ipα ∧ ∇jβ ∧ ∇nγ +∇nα ∧ ipβ ∧ ∇jγ +∇jα ∧ ∇nβ ∧ ipγ
)
+πmn∇nR˜
ij ∧
(
(−1)|α|iiα ∧ ijβ ∧ ∇mγ + (−1)
|β|∇mα ∧ iiβ ∧ ijγ
−(−1)|α|+|β|ijα ∧ ∇mβ ∧ iiγ
)
−(−1)|β|
(
R˜ij ∧ iiR˜
mn + R˜im ∧ iiR˜
nj + R˜in ∧ iiR˜
jm
)
∧ imα ∧ inβ ∧ ijγ.
For this to vanish for all α, β, γ, the connection coefficients Γijk must satisfy several additional
conditions9:
Rijkℓ = 0 (18)
∇aR˜
mn
cd = 0 (19)
R˜ab ∧ ibR˜
mn + R˜mb ∧ ibR˜
na + R˜nb ∧ ibR˜
am = 0. (20)
7The contraction operator ik is discussed fully in the Appendix. The interior product of a form α with a vector
X has the following relation to the contraction operator: iXα = X
kikα.
8The brackets {, } in (15) are anticommutators.
9The classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE) is given by [r12, r13] + [r12, r23] + [r13, r23] = 0 in tensor product
notation, where [, ] is the matrix commutator Ref. [10]. Using eRijab =
eR
ji
ab = −
eR
ij
ba, one can verify that (20) implies
that eRijab satisfies the CYBE.
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Due to the Leibniz rule, these conditions are not independent. For example, consider three func-
tions, f, g, and h. Following the argument in Ref. [8], let us define four functions:
J0(f, g, h) = {f, {g, h}} + {g, {h, f}} + {h, {f, g}}
J1(f, g, h) = {f, {g, dh}} + {g, {dh, f}} + {dh, {f, g}}
J2(f, g, h) = {f, {dg, dh}} + {dg, {dh, f}} − {dh, {f, dg}}
J3(f, g, h) = {df, {dg, dh}} + {dg, {dh, df}} + {dh, {df, dg}}.
These functions Ji(f, g, h) are obstructions to the graded Jacobi identity. J0(f, g, h) = 0 gives the
Jacobi identity for the Poisson bivector. Note that because the Leibniz rule holds,
dJ0(f, g, h) = J1(f, g, h) + J1(g, h, f) + J1(h, f, g).
So, J0(f, g, h) = 0 implies that the cyclic permutation of J1(f, g, h) is identically zero. Similarly,
dJ1(f, g, h) = J2(f, g, h) − J2(g, h, f),
and, due to the definition, J2(f, g, h) = J2(f, h, g), we have,
dJ1(f, g, h) = J2(f, g, h) − J2(g, f, h).
When J1(f, g, h) = 0, this implies that J2(f, g, h) must be completely symmetric in its arguments.
Finally,
dJ2(f, g, h) = J3(f, g, h),
so if J2(f, g, h) = 0, then J3(f, g, h) = 0. Therefore, (20) contains no new constraints; (20) is
implied by the Leibniz rule, the Jacobi identity for the Poisson bivector, the vanishing of R, and
the covariant constancy of R˜ij.
If, in addition to obeying the Leibniz condition and (18)-(20), the connection happens to be
torsionless, then R˜ is identically zero. This is obvious from Equation (33) in the Appendix. In the
torsionless case, the Poisson bracket reduces to
{α, β}|T=0 = π
mn∇mα ∧ ∇nβ.
3 A Covariant Star Product for Exterior Differential Forms
On symplectic manifolds M , we deform Ω∗(M) to Ω∗(M)[[~]]. Elements of Ω∗(M)[[~]] are formal
power series in ~ with coefficients in Ω∗(M): α = α0+
∑∞
n=1 ~
nαn. A product of differential forms
in Ω∗(M)[[~]] is a “covariant star product of differential forms” if it satisfies the following properties
for α, β, γ ∈ Ω∗(M)[[~]]:
1. The product takes the form: α ∗ β = α ∧ β +
∑∞
n=1 ~
nCn(α, β) where the Cn are covariant
bilinear differential operators of at most order n in each argument. The Cn are polynomials
of order n in the Poisson bivector.
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2. The product is associative: (α ∗ β) ∗ γ = α ∗ (β ∗ γ)
3. The order ~ term is the differential Poisson bracket for forms (14).
4. The constant function, 1, is the identity: 1 ∗ α = α ∗ 1 = α
5. The Cn have degree zero: |Cn(α, β)| = |α|+ |β|.
Condition 3 means that the symplectic manifold M is endowed with a connection, Γ, that obeys
the requisite restrictions (10) and (18)-(20). Note that we require the Leibniz rule only at O(~) of
the star product.
3.1 Hochschild Cohomology and Associativity
The associativity condition at O(~n) can be expressed as a condition on the Hochschild coboundary
of Cn; this is well-known in the literature, but we review it briefly for completeness. For a Z-graded
associative algebra A = ⊕j∈ZA
j , where Aj is homogeneous of degree j, let αi ∈ A
|αi|. If C
is a Hochschild p-cochain, it is p-linear in α1, . . . , αp and homogeneous of degree |C| such that
C(α1, . . . , αp) ∈ A
|C|+|α1|+···+|αp|. The Hochschild coboundary of C, δHC, is a (p+1)-cochain. For
a p-cochain C of degree |C|, δHC is given by:
(δHC)(α0, ..., αp) ≡ (−1)
|C||α0|α0C(α1, ..., αp) +
p−1∑
j=0
(−1)j+1C(α0, . . . , αjαj+1, . . . , αp)
+(−1)p+1C(α0, ..., α(p−1))αp
A Hochschild p-cochain C is called a Hochschild p-cocycle if (δHC) = 0. Like all cobound-
ary operators, δ2H = 0. For Z
p
H(A,A) the space of p-cocycles, and B
p
H(A,A) the space of p-
cocycles that are coboundaries of (p−1)-cochains, the Hochschild cohomology space is HpH(A,A) =
ZpH(A,A)/B
p
H (A,A).
The Cn in the star product are Hochschild 2-cochains of degree zero. The coboundary of a
Hochschild 2-cochain of degree zero is:
(δHCn)(α, β, γ) = α ∧Cn(β, γ) − Cn(α ∧ β, γ) + Cn(α, β ∧ γ)− Cn(α, β) ∧ γ.
The associativity condition at O(~n) can be written as:
(δHCn)(α, β, γ) =
∑
r+s=n;r,s>0
(Cr(Cs(α, β), γ) − Cr(α,Cs(β, γ))) ∀n ≥ 1. (21)
Note that the right-hand side of (21) is a 3-cocycle, since δ2HCn = 0. Obstructions to extend-
ing the deformation are in H3H(Ω
∗(M),Ω∗(M)), the space of Hochschild 3-cocycles that are not
coboundaries.
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3.2 Chevalley Cohomology and Associativity
Chevalley cohomology has implications for both associativity and equivalence; this is well-known
in the literature, but we review it briefly for completeness. For a Z-graded associative algebra
A = ⊕j∈ZA
j , where Aj is homogeneous of degree j, let αi ∈ A
|αi|. Let σ denote a permutation of
{1, . . . , p}, let ǫ(σ) denote the sign of the permutation, and let ǫ|α|(σ) denote the sign of σ acting
on {α1, . . . , αp} in the graded sense. If C is p-linear in α1, . . . , αp, one says that C is symmetric
(respectively antisymmetric) in α1, . . . , αp if,
C(ασ(1), . . . , ασ(p)) = ε|α|(σ)C(α1, . . . , αp)(
respectively C(ασ(1), . . . , ασ(p)) = ε(σ)ε|α|(σ)C(α1, . . . , αp)
)
.
This is equivalent to, for all i,
C(α1, . . . , αi+1, αi, . . . , αp) = (−1)
|αi||αi+1|C(α1, . . . , αp)(
respectively C(α1, . . . , αi+1, αi, . . . , αp) = −(−1)
|αi||αi+1|C(α1, . . . , αp)
)
.
Let the Z-graded associative algebra A be equipped with a Z-graded Poisson bracket {, }. If
C is a Chevalley p-cochain, it is p-linear, antisymmetric, and homogeneous of degree |C| such
that C(α1, . . . , αp) ∈ A
|C|+|α1|+···+|αp|. The Chevalley coboundary δCC of C is (p + 1)-linear and
antisymmetric:
(δCC)(α0, . . . , αp) =
p∑
i=0
(−1)iε|α|(i, 0 . . . iˆ . . . p)(−1)
|C||αi|{αi, C(α0, . . . α̂i . . . , αp)}
+
∑
0≤i<j≤p
ε|α|(i, j, 0, . . . iˆ . . . jˆ . . . p)(−1)
i+jC ({αi, αj}, α0, . . . α̂i . . . α̂j . . . , αp) ,
and δ2C = 0. A Chevalley p-cochain is called a Chevalley p-cocycle if (δCC) = 0. For Z
p
C(A,A) the
space of p-cocycles, and BpC(A,A) the space of p-cocycles that are coboundaries of (p−1)-cochains,
the Chevalley cohomology space is HpC(A,A) = Z
p
C(A,A)/B
p
C (A,A).
The antisymmetric part of the associativity relation (21) at O(~3) requires that the antisym-
metric part of C2(α, β), C
−
2 (α, β), be a Chevalley cocycle:
0 = Skew((δHC3)(α, β, γ)) = −4(δCC
−
2 )(α, β, γ). (22)
Note that this argument could be extended to O(~k).
3.3 Star Product Equivalence
Two star products, ∗ and ∗ with Ci(α, β) and Ci(α, β) respectively, are formally equivalent if there
exists a differential operator T of degree |T | = 0 of the form T = id+
∑∞
n=1 ~
nTn such that
T (α∗β) = T (α) ∗ T (β) .
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The equivalence condition at O(~n) is:
(δHTn)(α, β) =
∑
r+s=n;s<n
Ts(Cr(α, β)) −
∑
r+s+t=n;s,t<n
Cr(Ts(α), Tt(β)). (23)
If two star products are equivalent to O(~n), then the condition for extending the equivalence is
that a Hochschild 2-cocyle constructed from the Tk, k ≤ n must be a Hochschild coboundary of
Tn+1. Note that the right-hand side of (23) is a Hochschild 2-cocycle. Obstructions to equivalence
are in H2H(Ω
∗(M),Ω∗(M)).
If two star products, Ci(α, β) and Ci(α, β), are the same at O(~) and equivalent to O(~
2), then
the associativity relation (21) at O(~2) requires that
(δHC2)(α, β, γ) = (δHC2)(α, β, γ). (24)
The difference between C2(α, β) and C2(α, β) must be a Hochschild cocycle, which can be param-
eterized the following way:
C2(α, β) = C2(α, β) + C
−
2 (α, β) + C
+
2 (α, β) + (δHT2)(α, β),
where C−2 (α, β) is an antisymmetric Hochschild 2-cocycle that is an derivation in each argument and
C+2 (α, β) is a symmetric Hochschild 2-cocycle that is not a Hochschild coboundary. The symmetric
Hochschild coboundary part is given by (δHT2)(α, β). Also, C
−
2 (α, β) must also be a Chevalley
cocycle, due to (22).
If C2(α, β) and C2(α, β) are to be equivalent star products at O(~
2) , then (23) requires that,
for
T (α) = α+ ~T1(α) + ~
2
(
−T2(α) +
1
2
T1(T1(α))
)
+ . . . ,
T1(α) must be a Hochschild cocycle, C
+
2 (α, β) = 0 , and C
−
2 (α, β) must be a Chevalley coboundary
of T1:
C−2 (α, β) = −(δCT1)(α, β).
Note that this argument can be extended to O(~k).
Thus, antisymmetric obstructions to equivalence at O(~2) are given by H2C(Ω
∗(M),Ω∗(M)),
and symmetric obstructions are given by symmetric terms in H2H(Ω
∗(M),Ω∗(M)).
3.4 Explicit Form of α ∗ β to O (~2)
A star product which satisifies Properties 1-5 toO
(
~2
)
for two arbitrary forms α, β has the following
C2(α, β)):
C2(α, β) ≡
1
2π
ijπmn∇i∇mα ∧ ∇j∇nβ +
1
3(π
mn∇nπ
ij (25)
+12π
inπjpTmnp)
(
∇m∇iα ∧ ∇jβ −∇iα ∧ ∇m∇jβ
)
+ (−1)|α|πijR˜mn ∧ ∇iimα ∧ ∇jinβ
−12R˜
ij ∧ R˜mn ∧ iiimα ∧ ijinβ −
1
3R˜
iℓ ∧ iℓR˜
mn ∧
(
(−1)|α|iiimα ∧ inβ + imα ∧ iiinβ
)
.
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Properties 1 and 3-5 are manifestly satisfied by (14) and (25); a lengthy calculation verifies (14)
and (25) also satisfy Property 2, given by Equation (21):
(δC2)(α, β, γ) = C1(C1(α, β), γ) − C1(α,C1(β, γ)) (26)
= +12π
ijπmn
(
{∇i,∇m}α ∧∇nβ ∧∇jγ −∇mα ∧ ∇iβ ∧ {∇n,∇j}γ
)
−(πmn∇nπ
ij + 12π
inπjpTmnp)∇iα ∧∇mβ ∧ ∇jγ
+πmnR˜ij
(
(−1)|α|∇miiα ∧ ijβ ∧ ∇nγ + (−1)
|α|+|β|ii∇mα ∧ ∇nβ ∧ ijγ
−(−1)|β|∇mα ∧ iiβ ∧ ∇nijγ − (−1)
|α|+|β|iiα ∧ ∇mβ ∧ ij∇nγ
)
−(−1)|β|R˜ij ∧ iiR˜
mn ∧ inα ∧ ijβ ∧ imγ
+R˜ij ∧ R˜mn ∧
(
(−1)|β|iiimα ∧ inβ ∧ ijγ − (−1)
|α|+1imα ∧ iiβ ∧ inijγ
)
,
where the brackets {, } in (26) are anticommutators. To arrive at this result, we have used Equations
(11), (12), R˜ij = R˜ji, (18), (19) and (20), and the identities (28), (30), (15), and (16). Indeed, (25)
was constructed by ansatz to satisfy (26).
Note that if the connection on M is torsionless, then the connection ∇ is a flat symplectic
connection, and the star product reduces to
α ∗ β|T=0 = αβ + ~π
mn∇mα ∧ ∇nβ + ~
2 1
2π
ijπmn∇i∇mα ∧ ∇j∇nβ +O
(
~3
)
.
In flat space with α, β restricted to functions, this reduces to the first three terms of the case
considered in Theorem 5 of Ref. [1] (no. 1). Indeed, if the connection is a flat symplectic connection,
then the following product between differential forms will be associative to all orders:
α ∗ β|T=0 =
∞∑
r=0
~r
r! π
i1j1 . . . πirjr∇i1 . . .∇irα ∧ ∇j1 . . .∇jrβ.
4 Conclusion
In this note, we present a non-commutative deformation (the star product) of the graded algebra
of exterior differential forms to O
(
~2
)
. We review and then use the graded differential Poisson
bracket (14) at O (~), and at O
(
~2
)
we give (25). We verify that this star product satisifes all the
necessary properties, such as associativity, to O
(
~2
)
.
The results of this paper may be generalized in at least four directions. One could examine
the Chevalley and Hochschild cohomologies and determine if this star product is unique up to
equivalence at O
(
~2
)
and if there are obstructions to extending the star product to O
(
~3
)
. Barring
possible obstructions, it should be possible (albeit laborous) to find the explicit star product for
differential forms to O(~3) using the associativity relation (21). These calculations are in progress.
Thirdly, one could look for a proof that this formal star product exists to all orders. Finally,
one could apply this star product between differential forms to physics, such as gauge theories on
noncommutative spaces, or generalizing the Seiberg-Witten map [11].
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6 Appendix
6.1 The Contraction Operator
The operation ijmα, for α an |α|-form, denotes:
ijmα ≡
1
|α|!
|α|∑
m=1
(−1)m+1αj1...jm...j|α|dx
j1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂xjm ∧ · · · ∧ dxj|α| , (27)
where d̂xjm means to omit dxjm. Note that the interior product of a vector X and α an |α|-form
can be denoted in coordinates using this contraction operator: iXα = X
mimα. Similarly, inimα,
for α an |α|-form, denotes:
inimα =
1
(|α|−2)!αmnj3...j|α|dx
j3 ∧ · · · ∧ dxj|α| = −iminα. (28)
And, applying (27) to a wedge product, we see that the contraction operator is an anti-derivation:
im(α ∧ β) ≡ imα∧β + (−1)
|α|α ∧ imβ. (29)
Furthermore,
∇minα ≡
1
(|α|−1)!∇mαnj2...j|α|dx
j2 ∧ · · · ∧ dxj|α| = in∇mα. (30)
Note also that we take the wedge product to act on objects that are not strictly differential
forms, like ∇mα and imα. Objects such as ∇mα ∧∇nβ mean:
∇mα ∧ ∇nβ =
1
|α|!|β|!(∇mα)i1...i|α|(∇nβ)j1...j|β|dx
i1 ∧ ... ∧ dxi|α| ∧ dxj1 ∧ ... ∧ dxj|β|
where the m,n indices are not antisymmetrized with the i, j indices.
6.2 The connections ∇, ∇˜
We define two connections from the same connection coefficients Γkij, as in (9). The curvature for
these two connections are:
Rimab = ∂aΓ
i
bm − ∂bΓ
i
am + Γ
i
aℓΓ
ℓ
bm − Γ
i
bℓΓ
ℓ
am
R˜imab = ∂aΓ
i
mb − ∂bΓ
i
ma + Γ
i
ℓaΓ
ℓ
mb − Γ
i
ℓbΓ
ℓ
ma.
The torsion T aij = Γ
a
ij − Γ
a
ji.
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As noted in Ref. [7], the difference between these two curvatures can be written as:
R˜akij −R
a
kij = −∇iT
a
jk −∇jT
a
ki + T
a
kbT
b
ij + T
a
ibT
b
jk + T
a
jbT
b
ki. (31)
This makes it easy to see that with a torsion-free connection, R and R˜ are equal, but when the
torsion is non-zero, R and R˜ can differ.
The first Bianchi identity is:∑
(i,j,k)
Rakij =
∑
(i,j,k)
(
T abkT
b
ij +∇iT
a
jk
)
. (32)
Since in our case the curvature R is zero, (31) and (32) give a nice relation between the curvature
R˜ and the torsion:
R˜akij = ∇kT
a
ij (R
a
kij = 0). (33)
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